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Abstract: We demonstrate a lateral-current injection photonic crystal laser bonded to a Si-

platform and comprising buried heterostructure InGaAsP/InGaAlAs quantum wells. The laser 

operates CW at room-temperature near 1550 nm with a threshold current of 19 μA. 

 

Ultra-small light sources with extremely low energy-consumption are required for emerging optical on-chip 

interconnects, and for these applications lasers based on photonic crystal [1] and nanobeam [2] cavities have shown 

strong potential. Here, we demonstrate continuous-wave room-temperature operation of lateral-current injection 

photonic crystal line-defect cavity buried heterostructure lasers on heterogeneously integrated InP/Si platform with 

an ultra-low threshold of 19 μA operating near 1550 nm. To our knowledge, this is the lowest threshold current 

achieved for Silicon-bonded lasers and is on par with the results obtained for an all-InP laser platform [1]. 

 

Fabrication and accurate alignment of the buried heterostructure (BH) regions to the photonic crystal (PhC) cavities 

is critically important for successful laser device realization. In this work, we used dry etching and selective 

regrowth to form the BH from initial continuous epitaxially-grown InGaAsP/InGaAlAs quantum wells (QWs) in InP 

layer after direct bonding to a Si/SiO2 substrate. Two different strategies were used to verify the alignment. First,  

the PhC cavities were cleaved through, BH QWs were selectively wet etched, and their cross-sections were 

subsequently investigated in SEM (Fig. 1 (a)). This method can be used to determine the degree of alignment with 

high accuracy, however, it is time-consuming and destructive. As an alternative, we looked at the laser samples in 

SEM using energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector and were able to locate the BH by means of recoding the 

elemental map of the As emission signal specific to the QWs (Fig. 1 (b)). While not as accurate, this method allows 

for non-destructive investigation of the BH positions. Using both approaches we verified that the active material was 

embedded only within the PhC cavities, hence preventing the formation of non-radiative recombination centers 

through the ambient-exposed PhC holes. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of cleaved and selectively wet etched QWs embedded within the PhC cavity. 

(b) SEM image of line-defect PhC cavity overlapped with As emission signal (in blue) from the QWs in the BH 

detected by EDX in SEM. (c) Illustration of a lateral p-i-n junction of the BH PhC laser. 



Another critically important element specific to electrically-operated devices is the efficient carrier injection into the 

laser active region. An in-plane p-i-n junction was formed and used for injecting carriers from laterally-doped p- and 

n-sections into the BH embedded in the PhC cavity (Fig. 1 (c)). Si ion implantation and Zn thermal diffusion was 

employed for n- and p-type doping, respectively, with estimated electron concentration around 1018 cm-3 level and 

hole concentration of around 3·1018 cm-3 [3]. Doping processes have been carefully optimized to minimize the 

thermal budget which can degrade the photoluminescence intensity of the QWs. 

 

Experimentally measured output power and voltage vs. electrical current injection characteristics together with the 

spectrum of an L7-type PhC cavity laser are shown in Fig. 2. In these experiments, vertically scattered output light 

was collected by a 50x magnification 0.42 NA long-working distance objective, coupled to a standard multi-mode 

fiber and measured by an optical spectrum analyzer. Single-mode operation and a clear transition to lasing is 

observed for the fundamental cavity mode at around 19 μA current. Apparently small wall-plug efficiency is due to 

the inefficient vertical light collection and can be drastically improved in the future device generations as the BH 

platform allows for a convenient integration of output waveguides. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experimentally measured L7-type BH PhC laser characteristics: (left) collected output power and voltage vs. 

input current; (right) emission spectrum recorded at 70 μA. 

 

 

Advancement of highly-compact low-operation-power PhC cavity lasers from optically-pumped to electrically-

operated scheme is critically important towards realizing practically employable on-chip laser sources on a large 

scale. Importantly, the configuration with the BH allows for seamless and flexible integration of multi-functional 

active-passive device circuits. From the physical perspective, the platform can be used to realize and explore novel 

devices such as electrically-driven PhC Fano laser, which showed unique characteristics attractive for on-chip 

applications, but previously only demonstrated in the optically-pumped scheme [4]. 
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